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Abstract
We present a posteriori error estimates for a defect correction method for approximating solutions of convection diu-
sion problems. The algorithms and estimators include the possibility of using in the discretization a nonlinear selection
mechanism, which we nd, improves solution quality in and near layers. Energy norm and L2 a posteriori error estimates
are proven for the full algorithm. Two examples of fully adaptive nite element-defect correction calculations are pre-
sented. These examples illustrate the scheme and demonstrate the eectiveness of the method. c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Adaptivity; Convection diusion; Defect correction method
1. Introduction
This report considers the problem of computing eciently and to nd within a preassigned er-
ror tolerance an approximate solution to the singularly perturbed, that is, convection dominated,
convection{diusion equations:
Lu := − u+ a 3u+ bu= f in 
; (1.1)
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u= 0 on  : (1.2)
In (1.1) and (1.2) 
R2 is a polygonal domain with boundary  ; a is a given vector eld on 

and b and f are known functions on 
. We specically focus on the case when (1.1) is convection
dominated, i.e. .O(h), where h is a realizable global (or outer) meshwidth.
It is well known that discretizations of (1.1) and (1.2) for small  is fraught with diculties:
low-order \upwind" or \donor cell"-type discretizations produce grossly smeared solutions of low
quality while higher-order (\centered") approximations typically exhibit nonphysical oscillations.
Further, even with a \good" discretization method such as the streamline diusion method or a
defect correction method, the overall accuracy is deteriorated by the presence of sharp boundary and
interior layers in the true solution of (1.1) and (1.2). The clear solution to this problem is to place
more mesh points in the small regions where the solution is less regular. To nd the regions in which
a ner mesh is needed requires an error estimator which can be computed from the approximate
solution and the problem data [3].
Reliability of the a posteriori error estimator, which means that the estimated error is a true upper
bound to the true error, is essential. Further, for eciency, the computation of the estimator should
be far less expensive than simply calculating another approximate solution on a further rened mesh.
Recently, there has been quite a signicant advancement in a posteriori error estimation for problems
with layers. In [20] Verfurth established error estimates which up to a constant form both an upper
bound and a lower bound for the error in an appropriate energy norm. We follow this approach in
Section 3.
It is necessary that error estimation and mesh redistribution take place in the context of a
\good" discretization method. Minimally, the method should have high accuracy in smooth re-
gions, well supported by local error analysis to elucidate the essential requirements, and be globally
stable. Further, it is also highly desirable that some sort of nonlinearity is introduced into the
scheme to control over and undershoots near the layers, [21,22]. (Otherwise a reliable mesh re-
nement process will rene around these nonphysical oscillations until they are reduced by brute
force | clearly not optimally ecient.) We therefore introduce into our approximation a mecha-
nism to nearly eliminate these over and undershoots and thereby control excessive renement near
layers.
The streamline diusion nite element method [6,5,11,16,17] possibly coupled with a nonlinear
shock-capturing mechanism, is a powerful technique for the approximate solution of (1.1) and (1.2)
| especially coupled with the a posteriori error estimators developed by Ericksson and Johnson [5],
and Verfurth [19,20]. In this report we consider instead a discretization strategy based upon a defect
correction and nite element method for (1.1) and (1.2). This method was developed by Hemker [8]
and used extensively, see, for example, [8{10,12], to solve high Reynolds number compressible ow
problems. For local and global a priori error estimates for defect correction methods see [1,2,7,13].
Because of the simple structure of the basic defect correction procedure, Algorithm 1:1, we are able
to introduce a nonlinear selection mechanism into the scheme, Algorithm 1:2, without increasing the
overall complexity.
To present the basic defect correction algorithm and the modication we study, let h;j(
); j>1,
denote a series of edge-to-edge nite element triangulations of 
, with Sk;0h; j H 10 (
) denoting a
conforming nite element space based upon that mesh. (In the computational experiments we present
Sk;0h; j will denote conforming linears.) Let B(; ), and B0 (; ) denote the usual and articial viscosity
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bilinear forms, respectively:
B(u; v) :=
Z


3u 3v+ (a 3u+ bu)v dx; (1.3)
B0 (u; v) :=
X
T2h; j
Z
T
0(T; )3u 3v+ (a 3u+ bu)v dx; (1.4)
where, for example, the articial viscosity parameter may be chosen as
0(T; ) = maxfkakL∞(T ) diam(T ); g: (1.5)
The basic defect correction algorithm [1,2,7{9,12] then proceeds as follows. First the global
solution envelop is captured via an articial viscosity approximation. This is then \anti-diused"
J (= polynomial degree of Sk;0h; j ) times. Note that at each step only the matrix arising from the
articial viscosity discretization need be inverted.
Algorithm 1.1: Basic Defect Correction Method (D.C.M.) for (1.1), (1.2).
1. Calculate U 0 2 Sk;0h; j satisfying
B0 (U
0; v) = (f; v) for all v 2 Sk;0h;1 :
2. For j = 1; : : : ; J , calculate Uj 2 Sk;0h; j satisfying
B0 (U
j − Uj−1; v) = (f; v)− B(Uj−1; v) for all v 2 Sk;0h; j :
It has been proved (see [1,2,7] for details) that this algorithm produces an approximate solution UJ
which converges, uniformly in  in smooth regions 
0
, to u at the rate O(hk) in H 1(
0) and
O(hk+1=2) in L2(
0), where k is the polynomial degree of Sk;0h; j . It has also been observed that [7,8]
this basic algorithm tends to anti-diuse too much near layers (resulting in oscillating near layers)
and needs to be modied to incorporate some sort of nonlinear selection mechanism.
The nonlinear selection mechanism we shall employ involves the use of a (nonlinear) p-Laplacian,
incorporated into the residual calculation, to limit the antidiusion in regions where 3Uj =O(h−1).
This use of the p-Laplacian is natural for nite element methods. Analogous uses of p-Laplacians
have occured quite early in the global circulation models of Smagorinski [18] and other subgridscale
models [14]. Dene the nonlinear functional AVp( ; ) by
AVp(u; v) :=
X
T2h; j
Z
T
0 diam(T )jdiam(T )3u jp3u 3v dx: (1.6)
In all our experiments we take p= k, where k is the polynomial degree of Sk;0h; j .
Algorithm 1.2: DCM with p-Laplacian for (1.1), (1.2).
1. Calculate U 0 2 Sk;0h; j satisfying
B0 (U
0; v) = (f; v) for all v 2 Sk;0h;1 :
2. For j = 1; : : : ; J , calculate Uj 2 Sk;0h; j satisfying
B0 (U
j − Uj−1; v) = (f; v)− B(Uj−1; v)− AVp(Uj−1; v) for all v 2 Sk;0h; j :
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2. Notation and preliminaries
In this section we introduce the notation and record supporting error estimates used in the deriva-
tions of the a posteriori results presented in Section 3. For (1.1) and (1.2), we assume
(A1) 0<1;
(A2) a 2 W 1;1; b 2 L1(
); kakL∞ + kbkL∞ =O(1),
(A3) − 123  a + b>1.
Below, for convenience of notation, we use u 4 v to denote the existence of a constant C, indepen-
dent of  and the mesh parameter h, such that u6Cv.
We dene an energy norm associated with (1.1) and (1.2) via
jjjujjj := fk3uk20 + kuk20g1=2; (2.7)
where k  k0 refers to the L2 norm over 
. Note that assumptions (A1){(A3), denition (1.3), and
integration by parts imply that
B(v; v)>jjjvjjj2; 8v 2 H 10 (
): (2.8)
The space X throughout will denote X :=H 10 (
). We denote by h;1(
) the collection of triangles
in the initial triangulation of 
. The succeeding triangulations, generated by renements are given
by h;j(
); j = 2; : : : ; J . We use Eh;j to denote the collection of interior edges of the triangles in
h;j. Associated with the triangulations h;j, we have the spaces of polynomials,
Sk;−1h; j := f’: 
 ! R: ’jT 2 Pk ; 8T 2 h;jg (2.9)
and
Sk;0h; j := S
k;−1
h; j \ C0( 
); k>1; (2.10)
where for k 2 N; Pk denotes the set of polynomials of degree at most k.
We use N () to denote the neighborhood of the triangle, or edge,  consisting of those elements
T in h;j sharing at least one node with . For an edge e 2 Eh;j; N T (e) denotes the union of the
two triangles lying on either side of e.
For Ih; j : H 10 (
) ! S1;0h; j denoting the quasi-interpolation operator of Clement [4], we have the
following error estimates.
Lemma 2.1. For all T 2 h;j; e 2 Eh;j; and v 2 H 1(N (T ));
k3l(v− Ih; jv)kT 4 hk−lT k3kvkN (T ); 06l6k61; (2.11)
kv− Ih; jvkT 4 minfhT −1=2; 1gjjjvjjjN (T ); (2.12)
kv− Ih; jvke 4 hk−1=2e k3kvkN (e); k = 1; 2; (2.13)
kv− Ih; jvke 4 e−1=4minfhT −1=2; 1g1=2jjjvjjjN (e); (2.14)
jjjIh; jvjjjT 4 jjjvjjjN (T ): (2.15)
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To obtain the lower bound estimate for the error in the energy norm, local estimates are derived
through the use of \bubble functions" and the equivalence of norms on nite-dimensional vector
spaces. Next, we describe the bubble functions and give the required error estimates. Proceeding as
in [20], let T^ represent the reference triangle with vertices v1 = (1; 0); v2 = (0; 1); v3 = (0; 0), and
edges e^ i; i=1; 2; 3, lying opposite to vertex vi. Denote by ^i; i=1; 2; 3, the ith barycentric coordinate
of T^ . A bubble function for T^ ;  ^ , is given by
 ^ := 27^1^2^3:
To construct an \edge" bubble function along e^2,  ^  for  2 (0; 1] denote by  : R2 ! R2, the
transformation which maps (x1; x2) onto (x1; x2). Let
T^  :=(T^ )
and denote by ^1; , ^1; , and ^1; , its barycentric coordinates. Then, dene  ^  via
 ^  :=
(
4^3; ^1;  on T^ ;
0 on T^ n T^ :
(2.16)
For an arbitrary T 2 h;j, denote by FT an ane transformation which maps T^ onto T and dene
the bubble function on T using
 T :=
(
 ^  F−1T on T;
0 on 
 n T: (2.17)
Let e 2 Eh;j and denote by T1 and T2 the two triangles which have e in common. Denote by Fe; i,
i=1; 2, the orientation-preserving ane transformation which maps T^ onto Ti and e^2 onto e. Dene
 e;  as
 e;  :=
(
 ^   F−1e; i on Ti; i = 1; 2;
0 on 
 n NT (e): (2.18)
To obtain some of our estimates for functions dened only along an edge e, we require the use of
continuation operator, Pe, which extends the domain of these functions from e to NT (e). To do so,
rstly dene P^e :L1(e^2)! L1(T^ ) by
P^e(f)(x1; x2) :=f(x1; 0)
and then
PefjTi := P^e(f  Fe; i)  F−1e; i ; i = 1; 2: (2.19)
Note that for f a polynomial on e, Pef represents a continuous piecewise polynomial on NT (e).
The estimates presented in Lemma 2.1 are used in establishing computable upper bounds for the
error in the approximation, both in the energy and the L2-norm. To show that, up to a constant, the
energy norm also lower bounds the error in the approximation we use the following estimates.
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Lemma 2.2 (Verf urth [20; Lemma 3:3]). The following estimates hold for all v 2 Pk and T 2 h;j:
kvk2T 4 (v;  T v)T ; (2.20)
kv TkT6kvkT ; (2.21)
jjjv T jjjT 4 minfhT −1=2; 1g−1kvkT : (2.22)
Also; for e 2 Eh;j; f 2 Pk jE; and e := minf1=2h−1e ; 1g;
kfk2e 4 (f;  e; Pef)e; (2.23)
k e; PefkNT (e) 4 1=4 minfhe−1=2; 1g1=2kfke; (2.24)
jjj e; PefjjjNT (e) 4 1=4 minfhe−1=2; 1g−1=2kfke: (2.25)
Remark. The proofs of the estimates in Lemma 2.2 use the facts that both Pk and (Pk   T ) are
nite-dimensional spaces, and that the triangulation is regular.
Similarly, the following estimate holds.
Lemma 2.3. For f 2 Pk jT ;
k3fk
 khT3fk
 4
X
T
(hT3f;3f)T : (2.26)
3. Energy norm estimate for the error
In this section we derive estimators for the error, u− Uj, in the energy norm, (see (2.7)).
For clarity of exposition we introduce the terms:
RT (u) :=f + u− a 3u− b u; (3.27)
Re(u) := − [@neu]e; (3.28)
RI (u) :=3u; (3.29)
S := minfhS−1=2; 1g; for S 2 h;j [ Eh;j; (3.30)
2T := 
2
T (kRT (Uj)k2T + kRI (Uj − Uj−1)k2T ) +
1
2
X
e2@T\Eh; j
−1=22ekRe(Uj)k2e ; (3.31)
where [f]e denotes the jump of the function f across the edge e.
Below we establish the following result.
Theorem 3.1. Let fh denote an arbitrary of f by piecewise polynomials of degree at most k with
respect to h;j. Then; for u given by (1:1); (1:2) and Uj by Algorithm 1:1; the following a posteriori
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error estimates hold:
jjju− Ujjjj 4
0
@ X
T2h; j
2T
1
A
1=2
; (3.32)
0
@ X
T2h; j
2T
1
A
1=2
4 jjju− Ujjjj

(1 + −1=2kakL∞(
)) max
T2h; j
(1 + T ) + kbkL∞(
)

+
0
@ X
T2h; j
2Tkf − fhk2T
1
A
1=2
: (3.33)
The terms kRT (Uj)kT , kRe(Uj)kT , and kRI (Uj−Uj−1)kT , measure contributions to the error estimate
from the residue inside triangle T , from the jump in the gradient of Uj across e, and from the iteration
update Uj − Uj−1 on T , respectively.
Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 3.1 we note that the update steps in Algorithms 1:1
and 1:2 may be rewritten as
B0 (U
j; vh) = (f; vh) + ((− 0)3Uj−1 − 0hjh3Uj−1jp3Uj−1;3vh) (3.34)
or
B0 (U
j; vh) = (f; vh)− ((− 0)3(Uj − Uj−1) + 0hjh3Uj−1jp3Uj−1;3vh) (3.35)
for all vh 2 Sk;0h; j .
3.1. Upper bound estimate (3.32)
From (2.8), we have that
jjj u− Ujjjj6 sup
v2H 10 (
)nf0g
B(u− Uj; v)
jjjvjjj : (3.36)
Consider an arbitrary v 2 H 10 (
) with jjjvjjj= 1. Using (3:35) with 0 = 0, for vh 2 Sk;0h; j , yields
B(u− Uj; v) = (f; v− vh)− B(Uj; v− vh) + ((0 − )3(Uj − Uj−1);3vh)
=
X
T2h; j
(f + Uj − a 3Uj − bUj; v− vh)T
+
X
e2Eh; j
(−[@neU j]; v− vh)e
+
X
T2h; j
((0 − )3(Uj − Uj−1);3vh)
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=
X
T2h; j
(RT (Uj); v− vh)T +
X
e2Eh; j
(Re(Uj); v− vh)e
+
X
T2h; j
(RI (Uj − Uj−1); (0 − )3vh): (3.37)
For the rst term in Eq. (3.37), we have that
(RT (Uj); v− vh)T 6 kRT (Uj)kT kv− vhkT
4 kRT (Uj)kT minfhT −1=2; 1gjjjvjjjN (T )
using (2:12). Hence, as jjjvjjj= 1,
X
T2h; j
(RT (Uj); v− vh)T 4
8<
:
X
T2h; j
minfhT −1=2; 1g2kRT (Uj)k2T
9=
;
1=2
: (3.38)
To bound the second term in Eq. (3.37), we proceed similarly.
X
e2Eh; j
(Re(Uj); v− vh)e4
X
e2Eh; j
kRe(Uj)ke−1=4 minfhT −1=2; 1g1=2jjjvjjjN (e)
4
8<
:
X
e2Eh; j
−1=2 minfhT −1=2; 1gkRe(Uj)k2e
9=
;
1=2
: (3.39)
A simple scaling argument shows that for wh 2 Sk;−1h; j ,
k3whkT 4 h−1T minfhT −1=2; 1gjjjwhjjjT :
Thus, the third term in Eq. (3.37) may be bounded via
X
T2h; j
(RI (Uj − Uj−1); (0 − )3vh)
6
X
T2h; j
kRI (Uj − Uj−1)kT k(0 − )3vhkT
4
X
T2h; j
kRI (Uj − Uj−1)kT minfhT −1=2; 1gjjjvhjjjT
4
8<
:
X
T2h; j
minfhT −1=2; 1g2kRI (Uj − Uj−1)k2T
9=
;
1=2
(3.40)
using (2:15) and jjjvjjj= 1.
Combining Eqs. (3.36){(3.40), we obtain (3.32).
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3.2. Lower bound estimate (3.33)
To obtain a computable lower bound estimator for jjju−Ujjjj, let fh denote a piecewise polynomial
approximation to f of degree at most k with respect to h;j. For an arbitrary T 2 h;j, let
wT :=  T (fh + Uj − a 3Uj − bUj):
Then, we have that
(fh + Uj − a 3Uj − bUj; wT )T
=(fh − f;wT ) + (f + Uj − a 3Uj − bUj; wT )
= (fh − f;wT ) + (f;wT )− B(Uj; wT )
= (fh − f;wT ) + B(u− Uj; wT ): (3.41)
Expanding the B(; ) term, we obtain
B(u− Uj; wT )
=
Z
T
f3(u− Uj) 3wT + a 3(u− Uj)wT + b(u− Uj)wTg dx
6 1=2k3(u− Uj)kT 1=2k3wTkT + kakL∞(T )−1=21=2k3(u− Uj)kT kwTkT
+kbkL∞(T )ku− UjkTkwTkT
6 jjju− UjjjjTf(1 + kbkL∞(T ))jjjwT jjjT + −1=2kakL∞(T )kwTkTg
4 jjju− UjjjjTf(1 + kbkL∞(T ))minfhT −1=2; 1g−1 + −1=2kakL∞(T )g:
kfh + Uj − a 3Uj − bUjkT ; (3.42)
where the last inequality follows from (2.22). Combining (3.41) and (3.42), we immediately get the
lower bound
minfhT −1=2; 1gkfh + Uj − a 3Uj − bUjkT
4 jjju− UjjjjTf(1 + kbkL∞(T )) + −1=2kakL∞(T ) minfhT −1=2; 1gg
+minfhT −1=2; 1gkf − fhkT : (3.43)
Next, for an arbitrary e 2 Eh;j, using the continuation operator Pe , and the \edge bubble function"
 e; e , dened by (2:19) and (2:18), respectively, introduce
we :=  e; ePe(−[@neU j]e)
for e = minf1=2h−1e ; 1g. Using (3:37) with v= we we obtain
(Re(Uj); we)e =B(u− Uj; we)−
X
T NT (e)
(f − fh; we)
−
X
T NT (e)
(fh + Uj − a 3Uj − bUj; we)T : (3.44)
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As above for B( ; ), we have
B(u− Uj; we)
6 jjju− UjjjjNT (e)f(1 + kbkL∞(NT (e)))jjjwejjjNT (e) + −1=2kakL∞(NT (e))kwekNT (e)g
4 jjju− UjjjjNT (e)f(1 + kbkL∞(NT (e)))1=4 minfhe−1=2; 1g−1=2
+−1=2kakL∞(NT (e))1=4 minfhe−1=2; 1g1=2g  kRe(Uj)ke: (3.45)
Next, (3.43) and (2.24) yieldX
T NT (e)
(fh + Uj − a 3Uj − bUj; we)T
4 fjjju− UjjjjNT (e)f1 + kbkL∞(NT (e)) + −1=2kakL∞(T ) minfhe−1=2; 1gg
1=4 minfhe−1=2; 1g−1=2 + kf − fhkNT (e)1=4 minfhe−1=2; 1g1=2gkRe(Uj)ke: (3.46)
Combining (3.44){(3.47), we obtain the lower bound
−1=4 minfhe−1=2; 1g1=2kRe(Uj)ke
4 jjju− UjjjjNT (e)f1 + kbkL∞(NT (e)) + −1=2kakL∞(NT (e)) minfhe−1=2; 1gg
+kf − fhkNT (e) minfhe−1=2; 1g; (3.47)
Consider:
B(u− Uj; v) = B(u− Uj; v− vh) + ((0 − )3(Uj − Uj−1);3vh): (3.48)
For v= vh 2 Sk;0h; j , (3.48) reduces to
B(u− Uj; vh) = ((0 − )3(Uj − Uj−1);3vh): (3.49)
By setting v = Uj − Uj−1 in (3.49), we will now derive a lower bound estimator for the entire
space 
:X
T2h; j
((0 − )3(Uj − Uj−1);3(Uj − Uj−1))
=
X
T2h; j
Z
T
(3(u− Uj) 3(Uj − Uj−1)
+a 3(u− Uj−1)(Uj − Uj−1) + b(u− Uj)(Uj − Uj−1)) dx
6
X
T2h; j
1=2h−1T jjju− UjjjjTkhT3(Uj − Uj−1)kT
+kakL∞(T )−1=2jjju− Uj−1jjjTkUj − Uj−1kT + bku− UjkTkUj − Uj−1kT
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6
X
T2h; j
jjju− UjjjjT 1=2h−1T khT3(Uj − Uj−1)kT
+(kakL∞(T )−1=2jjju− Ujjjj+ kbkL∞(T )ku− UjkT )kUj − Uj−1kT
6
X
T2h; j
kju− UjjjjT 1=2h−1T khT3(Uj − Uj−1)kT
+(kakL∞(T )−1=2 + kbkL∞(T ))jjju− UjjjjTkUj − Uj−1kT
6
0
@ X
T2h; j
jjju− Ujjjj2T (1=2h−1T )2
1
A
1=2
khT3(Uj − Uj−1)k

+
0
@ X
T2h; j
(kakL∞(T )−1=2 + kbkL∞(T ))2jjju− Ujjjj2T
1
A
1=2
kUj − Uj−1k

4
0
@ X
T2h; j
f(1=2h−1T )2+(kakL∞(T )−1=2+kbkL∞(T ))2gjjju−Ujjjj2T
1
A
1=2
khT3(Uj−Uj−1)k
 ;
(3.50)
where inequality (3.50) follows from the Poincare{Friedrichs inequality and the nite dimensionality
of Sk;0h; j .
Combining (3.50) and (2.26), we obtain
0
@ X
T2h; j
kRI (Uj − Uj−1)k2T
1
A
1=2
4 jjju− Ujjjj max
T2h; j
f1=2h−1T + kakL∞(T )−1=2 + kbkL∞(T )g:
(3.51)
Finally, estimate (3.33) follows from (3.43), (3.47), and (3.51).
4. L2 norm estimates
In this section we derive the L2 norm estimator for the error in Algorithm 1:1, using the approach
of Ericksson and Johnson [5]. This approach exploits the related properties of the associated adjoint
problem. Of importance is the regularity of the solution of (1.1) and (1.2) (and its adjoint).
Lemma 4.1 (Navert [16], Axelsson and Layton [1]). For u satisfying (1:1); (1:2) and   either a
convex polygon or smooth we have
3=2kuk2 + 1=2kuk1 + kuk 4 kfk: (4.52)
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Theorem 4.2. For u satisfying (1:1); (1:2) and   either a convex polygon or smooth; and Uj given
by Algorithm 1:1; we have
ku− Ujk4 −1=2
0
@ X
T2h; j
h2TkRT (Uj)k2T + (0 − )2kRI (Uj − Uj−1)k2T
+
X
e2Eh; j
h3ek−1Re(Uj)k2e
1
A
1=2
: (4.53)
Proof. We begin by introducing the associated adjoint problem of (1.1) and (1.2).
For  := u− Uj, dene z as the solution to
L z := − z −3  (za) + bz =  in 
; (4.54)
z = 0 on  : (4.55)
Then,
kk2 = (; ) = (;L z) = B(; z): (4.56)
With vh = ~z = Ih; jz, and  = 0, substituting (2.8) into (4.56) we obtain
kk2 =B(; z)− B(; ~z) + B(Uj; ~z) + ((0 − )3(Uj − Uj−1);3 ~z)
=B(; z − ~z) + ((0 − )3(Uj − Uj−1);3 ~z)
= (f; z − ~z)− (gUj + a 3Uj; z − ~z)− (3Uj;3(z − ~z))
+((0 − )3(Uj − Uj−1);3 ~z)
=
X
T2h; j
(RT (Uj); z − ~z)T +
X
e2Eh; j
(Re(Uj); z − ~z)e
+
X
T2h; j
((0 − )RI (Uj − Uj−1);3 ~z)T : (4.57)
Using the approximation properties of the Clement interpolant (2.11), and (4.52) we obtain for the
RT term via
X
T2h; j
(RT (Uj); z − ~z)T

6
X
T2h; j
hTkRT (Uj)kTh−1T k(z − ~z)kT
4
X
T2h; j
−1=2hTkRT (UJ )kTk1=23zkN (T )
6−1=2
0
@ X
T2h; j
h2TkRT (Uj)k2T
1
A
1=20
@ X
T2h; j
k1=23zk2N (T )
1
A
1=2
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4
0
@ X
T2h; j
h2TkRT (Uj)k2T
1
A
1=2
k1=23zk
4
0
@ X
T2h; j
h2TkRT (Uj)k2T
1
A
1=2
kk: (4.58)
In a similar fashion, we estimate the second term in (4.57).

X
e2Eh; j
(Re(Uj); z − ~z)e
 =

X
e2Eh; j
(−3=2h3=2e Re(U
j); 3=2h−3=2e (z − ~z))e

4 −1=2
0
@X
e2Eh; j
kh3=2e −1Re(Uj)k2e
1
A
1=20
@X
e2Eh; j
k3=232zk2NT (e)
1
A
1=2
4 −1=2
0
@X
e2Eh; j
kh3=2e −1Re(Uj)k2e
1
A
1=2
kk: (4.59)
The third term in (4.57) may be bounded as follows:

X
T2h; j
((0 − )RI (Uj − Uj−1);3 ~z)T

6
X
T2h; j
k−1=2(0 − )RI (Uj − Uj−1)kTk1=23 ~zkT
4
X
T2h; j
k−1=2(0 − )RI (Uj − Uj−1)kTk1=23zkN (T )
4 −1=2
0
@ X
T2h; j
(0 − )2kRI (Uj − Uj−1)k2T
1
A
1=20
@ X
T2h; j
k1=23zk2N (T )
1
A
1=2
4 −1=2
0
@ X
T2h; j
(0 − )2kRI (Uj − Uj−1)k2T
1
A
1=2
k1=23zk
4 −1=2
0
@ X
T2h; j
(0 − )2kRI (Uj − Uj−1)k2T
1
A
1=2
kk: (4.60)
Combining (4.58){(4.60) with (4.57) we obtain the L2 a posteriori estimator for u− Uj.
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Remark. 1. As noted in [5], in the presence of boundary layers, the unweighted L2 norm of the
residual will, in general, not converge to zero under local renement of the partition. Hence, it cannot
be used as an eective error estimator for problems having boundary layers. However, when weighted
with the local mesh parameter the product then does converge to zero under local renement of the
mesh.
2. With an analogous argument, replacing h3=2e by h
1=2
e , one can derive the following bound for the
second term in (4.57):

X
e2Eh; j
(Re(Uj); z − ~z)e
 4 −1=2
0
@ X
e2Eh; j
kh1=2e Re(Uj)k2e
1
A
1=2
kk: (4.61)
3. Introducing the local grid parameter, hT , instead of , and using an inverse estimate for 3 ~z,
i.e. k3 ~zkT 4 h−1T k ~zkT , an alternate estimate for the third term may be obtained as

X
T2h; j
((0 − )RI (Uj − Uj−1);3 ~z)T
 4
0
@ X
T2h; j
(0 − )2h−2T kRI (Uj − Uj−1)k2T
1
A
1=2
kk:
(4.62)
Using (4.61), (4.62) we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 4:2; the following error bound holds:
ku− Ujk4 −1=2
0
@ X
T2h; j
h2TkRT (Uj)k2T +minf1; =h2Tg(0 − )2kRI (Uj − Uj−1)k2T
+
X
e2Eh; j
minf1; h2e=2ghekRe(Uj)k2e
1
A
1=2
: (4.63)
4.1. Incorporation of the p-Laplacian
If a p-Laplacian is used in the algorithm to limit the amount of anti-diusion used in transition
regions the analysis leading to (4.63) must be modied. Fortunately, the required modication is
simply to replace, at each step, the update term k(0− )RI (Uj−Uj−1)k2T by a modied update term
reading
k(0 − )3(Uj − Uj−1) + 0hT jhT3Uj−1jp3Uj−1k2T : (4.64)
Repeating the steps leading to Corollary 4.3 with this modication we obtain the following
estimator.
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Corollary 4.4. Suppose the hypothesis of Theorem 4:2 holds. Then; for u satisfying (1:3); (1:4);
and Uj given by Algorithm 1:2 the error ku− Ujk satises
ku− Ujk4 −1=2
0
@ X
T2h; j
h2TkRT (Uj)k2T +minf1; =h2Tgk(0 − )2RI (Uj − Uj−1)
+0hT
hT3Uj−1p3Uj−1k2T + X
e2Eh; j
minf1; h2e=2ghekRe(Uj)k2e
1
A
1=2
: (4.65)
5. Numerical examples
In this section we present two numerical illustrations of Algorithm 1:2. Example 1 is a \skew
step"-type problem with a known exact solution, and Example 2 the \rotating pulse" problem of
Layton [14] (modelling some features of internal ow problems) with a circular plateau-like solution
and an O(
p
) internal transition region. In each case we construct a continuous piecewise linear
approximation (thus J = 1).
Based upon (4.65) we use the following error estimator for ku− U 1k:
ku− U 1k26C1
X
T2h; 1
h2TkRT (U 1)k2T + C2
X
e2Eh; 1
minf1; h2e=2ghekRe(U 1)k2e
+C3
X
T2h; 1
minf1; =h2Tgk(0 − )2RI (U 1 − U 0) + 0hT jhT3U 0j3U 0k2T : (5.66)
Values for the constants C1, C2, and C3 are determined using the exact solution to Example 1.
By assuming an equality in (5.66), and computing the left-hand side and the summation terms on
the right-hand side for the 7 7, 9 9, 11 11, 13 13, 15 15, and 17 17 uniform grids, we
solved a linear least-squares system of equations to obtain
C1 = 2:012E− 1; C2 = 1:674E + 6; C3 = 2:748E− 1: (5.67)
Note: The values for the second summation term were 6 orders of magnitude smaller than that
for the rst and third summation terms. For example, for the 11  11 uniform grid the values for
the three summations in (5:66) and the (L2error)2 were 3.21063E-1, 2.03166E-7, 4.68216E-1, and
4.90702E-1, respectively.
More appropriate values for the constants can certainly be obtained. Since we are illustrating the
estimators utility rather than optimizing the overall algorithm we do not pursue this point.
In both examples below we take 0 = 2hT , which is almost certainly overly diusive, and 0 = 12 .
Based upon (5.66) we perform an adaptive computation, using local triangle renement, to improve
our approximation. The renement procedure has three parts:
1. Apportionment of error estimate to individual triangles: EST (T ). The contributions from the
rst and third summation terms in (5.66) are associated in an obvious way to individual triangles.
Having done this the edge contributions are distributed to the adjacent triangles proportionally,
corresponding to the triangles contributions from the rst and third summation terms.
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Table 1
Comparison of (L2-error)2 with its estimate
Grid Number of unknowns (L2-error)2 Estimate using (5.66)
7 7 64 0.6614 0.6520
8 8 81 0.5238 0.2795
9 9 100 0.5316 0.5455
10 10 121 0.5139 0.3978
11 11 144 0.4907 0.5334
12 12 169 0.4535 0.3923
13 13 196 0.4756 0.4769
14 14 225 0.4368 0.2941
15 15 256 0.4397 0.3596
16 16 289 0.4029 0.2444
17 17 324 0.3953 0.4053
18 18 361 0.3898 0.3899
19 19 400 0.3718 0.3131
20 20 441 0.3596 0.3512
Fig. 1. Comparison of L2-errors using uniform and adaptive renements.
2. Triangle renement criteria. Given a target tolerance value for the (L2 estimate)2 of the error,
TOL, and assuming the number of triangles used in the current grid is ntrs, we rene a triangle T
if EST (T )>TOL=ntrs.
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Fig. 2. Initial 7 7 uniform grid.
Fig. 3. Initial approximation on 7 7 grid.
3. Local renement strategy. The local triangle renement is done using the procedure described
by Maubach in [15], which permits successive renements while preserving a minimum-angle criteria.
Example 1 (The skew step). Let 
= (−1; 1) (−1; 1); =10−4; a= [1; 1=2]T; b=2. We use for
the true solution
utrue(x; y) = 2= arctan((−0:5  x + y − 0:25))
with  = 100, which then determines the right-hand side, f, and the nonhomogeneous boundary
conditions.
Presented in Table 1 is a comparison of the square of the L2-error and its estimator obtained using
(5.66) for a sequence of uniform grids.
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Fig. 4. Adaptive grid containing 2682 unknowns.
Fig. 5. Approximation on the adaptive grid.
A comparison in the eciency of adaptive renement versus global renement is illustrated in
Fig. 1 where the L2-error is plotted against the number of unknowns for uniform and adaptive
renements. Note the superiority of the adaptive approach.
Figs. 2 and 3 present the initial grid and approximation in the adaptive computation. The nal
grid and approximation are given in Figs. 4 and 5, which contains 2682 unknowns. A uniform grid
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Fig. 6. Uniform 51 51 grid containing 2704 unknowns.
Fig. 7. Approximation on uniform 51 51 grid.
using approximately the same number of unknowns, 2704, and its associated approximation is given
in Figs. 6 and 7.
Example 2 (The rotating pulse). In (1.1) we take 
 = (−1; 1)  (−1; 1);  = 10−4; b = 2, and for
r =
p
x2 + y2; f(r) = 1 if r6 12 with f(r) = 0 for r >
1
2 . The velocity eld a is given by
a = [− y(1− r2); x(1− r2)]T for 06r61 and a = 0 otherwise:
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Fig. 8. Adaptive grid generated for rotating pulse.
Fig. 9. Adaptive computation of rotating pulse.
At the boundary, u(x; y) = 0.
Starting with the same initial grid as Example 1, Fig. 2, and using the same values for the constants
C1; C2; C3, after 10 step the adaptive procedure generated the grid and approximation presented in
Figs. 8 and 9.
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